AKRIL
Decorative Panels

INFINITY®
Acrylic Benchtops

TM

BENEFITS

BENEFITS

environmentally friendly - recyclable/lower energy than glass to

scratches by simply buffing

produce.

the surface.

>	Cut-outs, power points, and trimming to suit height and width are
>	AKRILTM is simply fixed to the wall with a high quality neutral-cure

Ease of
Fabrication

Infinity® has a non-porous surface

Least visible
joints

which makes the product hygienic.

Repairable

>	GUARANTEED TO LAST

Non-porous

a perimeter silicone seal is required to stop any water affecting the

Infinity® is designed to last for life

specialised coating.

and is backed by a 10 year limited

Available finishes:

warranty when installed by a Häfele

Renewable

accredited installer.
>
Olive
Grove

Flamingo

Marys Garden

Green Mist

Mushroom

Magnolia

Mocha

Lemon
Grass

Winter
Storm

Jet

Sterling
Silver

Nickel Pearl

Domino

Brunetti
Metallic

White
Pearl

Arctic
Breeze

Vintage
White

Brunetti

Essence

Starry
Night

Sunset

Sunset

Available finishes:

Precious NickelFX39-091
PearlNamadji Metallic
White Metallic
Antique White
Namadji
Aquatic Cool
Federal Blue

Alabaster

Broken
Stone

King
Sand

Koke

Storm

Platinum

Polar
White

Silver
Birch

Sonara

Glacier
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>

Ease of
Application

>	HYGIENIC

easily acheivable on site, with standard power tools.
glass and glazing silicone. When installing any panels to wet areas,

Feature

can remove any minor cuts and

Laminate

>	AKRILTM is lightweight, comes with a 10 year UV warranty and is

Tile

As Infinity® is a solid product, you
Infinity

AKRIL (as with conventional glass).

Reconstituted
Stone

>	EASY TO REPAIR

TM

Natural Stone

>	No long lead times, special tools or skills are required to work

FORM.FUNKTION.FUTURE.
LATEST INNOVATIONS
IN KITCHEN FITTINGS
2014

KessebÖhmer
CONVOY
Premio

KessebÖhmer
CLIMBER
Wall unit

GRASS
Drawer Systems

benefits:

benefits:

benefits:

>	Just one gentle pull for full and easy access.

>	Shimmering glass and glamorous movement.

>	 Even greater stability - 40kg to 70kg.

>	The CONVOY Premio ‘floats’ all the stored contents out to within

>	A gentle tap underneath the carcase causes the shimmering front to

easy reach.
>

split into slats that glide upwards in sequence.

>	SoftStopp Pro damping brings the CONVOY Premio to a gentle stop

>	Available as a complete ready to install unit in 600 x 780mm (W x H) or

when extended out of the unit, combined with a damped action when
closing the unit.
>	Provides a clear view of all the contents from three sides.
>

Trays are steplessly height adjustable.

>

Exclusively available from Häfele.

quality materials and the professional finish of the Grass Nova Pro

>	The glass slats come in a choice of two colours, white and black.

Maximum door opening angle is 135º, cabinet width 600mm.

The good feeling of quality workmanship comes from side stability,
and Vionaro drawer systems.
>	
Minimum installation width and straight inner sides. Gain in storage

900 x 780mm (W x H)

space: Straight inner sides allow for a much greater usable

>

Exclusively available from Häfele.

drawer space.

>

Availalable glass finishes:

>	
Smooth running, synchronised and silent over the entire extension.
>	
Long cushioning distance, gentle closing with the hygienic medium
of air.
>	The Nova Pro Night finish will provide a strong contrast against all
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timber tones and colour shades, with Grass’ unique double-coat
Minimum cabinet
depth: 500mm
System weight: 130kg

laquering process protecting the surface against scratches, to
White

ensure these drawers will retain their stunning good looks day

Black

or night. Exclusively available from Häfele.
>	The brand new Vionaro drawer system from Grass is an exercise
in minimalist styling, combined with the tried and tested Dynapro
runner, to provide a perfect and modern design. The slimline design
classic of tomorow.
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kesseböhmer
bright ideas
2014
coming soon

Note: Each CONVOY Premio set contains 1 x Frame set,
1 x Full extension runner and 5 x Premio shelf sets

